Jalapeno Poppers (ABTs): The Best BBQ Appetizers EVER!
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The week before last we featured a recipe from 'Slap Yo' Daddy BBQ': Bacon-Wrapped Pineapple & Mozzarella Rings (also known as bacon doughnuts!) The response from that post was amazing, with loads of you guys messaging me asking for more of the same... Lucky for you guys - Harry from 'Slap Yo' Daddy BBQ' is more than happy for us to feature some more of his awesome BBQ recipes!

Today we have Jalapeno poppers, also known as 'atomic buffalo turds' (ABTs), but don't be put off by the name, as these bite-sized morsels might just be the best BBQ appetizer EVER! There's jalapeno peppers, sweet peppers, bacon, cheese and more. What's not to love? Get the recipe below and give them a try.
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